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We study in a systematic form the contractive behavior of the map S of distributions to distributions 
S(F) 2 1, TX, + C, (C, T= (T,, T2, .)), X, are independent T.V., L(X,) = F. Further we show higher 
and exponential moments of the fixed point. Applications of this structure are given for (a) weighted 
branching processes, (b) the Hausdorff dimension of random Cantor sets and (c) the sorting algorithm 
Quicksort. 
1. Introduction 
Our main concern is the existence of fixed points for the map S of distribution 
functions to distribution functions defined by 
S(F) z:c TX,-tC. 
Here 9 denotes equality in distribution, (C, T = (T,, T,, . .)), X,, i E N, are indepen- 
dent random variables, X. z F. 
These fixed points appear in several quite different examples. They were not 
considered so far under this point of view. Let us start with some examples. 
The normal N(0, 1) distribution is a fixed point for 
S(F) 2 2-‘/‘X, + 22’/‘X2. 
For another example choose T, a uniformly on [0, l] distributed r.v. and T, = 
I-T,, r3=O=T4=..., C(x)=2xInx+2(1-x)ln(l-x)+1. Then the map 
S(F) gT,X,+(l-T,)X,+C(T,) 
has a (unique up to translation) fixed point. 
The number of comparisons, used by the random sorting algorithm Quicksort to 
sort a list, correctly normalized converges weakly to this fixed point. Basically the 
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number of comparisons is proportional to the time spent by Quicksort to sort a list. 
The convergence result is therefore a statement on the asymptotic distribution of 
the time used to sort large lists by Quicksort (Rosier [S]). 
Another example is the algorithm 65 ‘Find’ (Devroye [4]). 
A further example are branching processes (Athreya and Ney [l]). For given 
offspring distribution pk.. k EN, let S, be the number of individuals in the nth 
generation, S, = 1. Then for 1, kpk =: m > 1 converges the martingale S,/ m” to a 
r.v. W a.e. The distribution of W satisfies a fixed point relation. 
For this set-up let C = 0, T = (T,, T,, . . .) E (0, l}“, with P(C, l,=, = k) =pk. 
Define 
S(F) ggx,. 
Notice the distribution of S,,/m” is S” (pointmass at 1). 
A natural generalisation, introduced here for the first time, is the following. Start 
a process with one plant of some size. Divide this plant into smaller plants and let 
them grow for a time period. Then repeat this procedure independent and identical, 
but on a different scale. Let S, be the total size of all plants in the nth generation. 
Again the martingale S,,/ m", m := E(C, T,), converges under some conditions to a 
T.v., which distribution is a fixed point for S. More details are in the example section. 
Another example concerns the Hausdorff dimension of random Cantor sets. Divide 
by random the interval [0, 1] into disjoint intervals, keep some, discard some. The 
T, gives the length of the ith interval. Then repeat this procedure for each interval 
independent and identical on a different scale. The limit set is a random Cantor 
set. The Hausdorff dimension is the p with E (1, Tfi) = 1. This is a result due to 
Mauldin and Williams [7]. Some of their results are simplified. The distribution of 
the total mass of the Hausdorff measure is a fixed point for 
S(F) 2-c TfX,. 
In this paper we treat S in a general and systematic form. The map S is under 
suitable conditions a contraction on the space of distribution functions endowed 
with the Mallow metric (see Bickel and Freedman [2] for an account). The Mallow 
distance of two distribution functions is given by the minimal L,, 1 s p < ~0, distance 
of two r.v. with those distributions. The existence and uniqueness of a fixed point 
is then obvious by the contractive behavior. We further discuss higher and exponen- 
tial moments of the fixed point in the Sections 4 and 5. 
2. Mathematical notation 
Let (0, &, P) be a probability space. By L,,, 1 <p < 00, we denote as usual the set 
of all random variables X : fl+ R with finite L,,-norm IJXJI, = (E(]Xl”))““, identified 
if they are P a.e. identical. The distribution function, expectation and variance of 
a r.v. X is denoted by L(X),Var(X) and E(X). We use also sloppy E(X) = E(L(X)) 
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and Var(X) = Var( L(X)). The set of distribution functions for X E L,, is called M,,, 
1 <p <CO. The set M,h is the subspace of M,,, such that E(X) = b. 
Throughout the paper the distribution of the r.v. T: 0 +I? will be fixed. We 
allow arbitrary dependence of the coordinates T, : 0 + R, T = (T, , T2,. . .), i EN. 
For a r.v. C: Q +R define a map S of distribution functions to distribution 
functions, if possible, by 
S(F)=L 
( 
1 T,x,+c . 
ieN > 
The r.v. X, : fl +R, id N, (C, T) are independent. The X. r.v. have all the same 
distribution function F. 
A few words on the existence of S and the meaning of 1, T, are necessary. If all 
r.v. are positive (in the sense non-negative) then S is always well defined (in a.e. 
sense). But if we deal with real valued r.v. in general then we have to be more 
careful. We use here exclusively C, 7; E L, if I,“=, T, is a sequence converging to 
I:=, T, in L,-norm if N tends to infinity. Also j/C, 7;[(,, has the above L,-meaning 
as a limit. 
IfC, iKi(, CE L,, then S: M, + M, is well defined (in L,-sense). If E(C, Tf) < ~0, 
CE L,, then S: M:‘-, Mz is well defined (in Lz-sense). IfCi T,, C E L2, then S: M7+ 
M2 is well defined (in L,-sense). 
Two examples shall show the difficulties. For the first example take T, := (-l)‘/i”‘, 
C := 0, F a normal N(0, 1) distribution. Then 1, T, is finite in a.e. and L,-sense and 
C, T,X, is not a proper r.v. For example, the Fourier transform of this formal 
expression is not the Fourier transform of a r.v. 
For the second example let the probability space be the unit interval with the 
Bore1 c-field and the Lebesgue measure. Then define Tl = 1, T, = -1 on [0, $1 and 
Tz = 1 on (1, 11, r, = 0 on [0, 11, T” = -2 on (4, $1 and TT = 2 otherwise. In general 
T, = 0 on [0, 1 - 2- ‘+‘I, T, = -2’-’ on (l-2-lt2, 1 - 2 -‘+‘I, T, = 2’-’ otherwise, i > 3. 
Then by construction I:, T, = 0 on [0, 1 -2mNi’] and 2Nm’ otherwise. Therefore 
C, T, =0 a.e. but C,“_, T, does not converge to xi T, in L,-norm. (This is a standard 
example for the difference between a.e. and L,-convergence.) Consequently W = 
1, T W, has the solution W = 1 in a.e. sense, but not in L,-norm (or L,-norm). (It 
is easy to give variants with, e.g., E(C, Tfc I).) 
By our imposed assumptions we will deal basically with S: M, + M,, or S: Mi + 
Mz, 1 sp < 00, in L,-sense. The existence of S follows by an assumption of the 
form I/c, T,)\, < ~0. We could weaken this assumption, e.g., by requiring a local 
L,-estimate P(lim sup, lim sup, /z,T, T,(‘= 0) = 1. 
On M,,, 1 cp < ~0, we use the Mallow metric d,,, 
d,,(F, G) = inf((X - Yi(,,. 
The infimum is taken over all r.v. X and Y on any probability space, but with 
distribution function F and G. The infimum is attained for X = F-‘(U), Y = 
Gm’( U), where U is uniformly distributed on [0, 11 and F-’ is the (left-continuous) 
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inverse of the (right-continuous) distribution function F, 




The tupel (M,,, cl,) is a polish space, precisely M,, is a complete separable metric 
space under d, for each 1 i p < cx). 
The metric d,, on M, is in a natural way a pseudo-metric for r.v. in L,, d,(X, Y) := 
d,,( L(X), L( Y)). Notice that d,,-convergence is the same as weak convergence plus 
convergence of the absolute moment of the order p (Denker and RGsler [3] and 
see also Bickel and Freedman [2]). 
3. S is a contraction 
Our main concern in this section is the convergence of the sequence F, S(F), 
S2(F), . . . in d,-metric. Let us first state an easy lemma on the first moment. 
Lemma 1. Assume xi IT,\, C E L,, FE M, . Then S: M, --z M, is well de$ned and the 
following is true: 
(1) ZfE(C)=O then S: M:‘+ My. 
(2) zf IE(C, Ti)l< 1 then E(S”(F)) converges exponentially fast to E(C)(I- 
E(C, Ti))-’ as n tends to injnity. 
(3) Zf IE(C, ~ii)l> 1 and E(C)E(F)fO then lim,,, IE(S”(F))I=~. 
(4) ZfE(C, T,)=l and E(C)=0 then E(F)=E(S”(F))foralln. 
(5) ~fE(x~ T;)=l and E(C)#O then lim,,,~E(S”(F))~=~. 
(6) Zf E(C, T,)=-I then for all n EN, E(S’“(F)) = E(F), E(S’“+‘(F)) = 
E(C)-E(F). 
Proof. All statements follow by the obvious relation 
E(S”+‘(F)) = E(S”(F))E 2 T, + E(C). 
(. ) 
For the second establish first 
E(S”+‘(F)-S”(F))= E 1 T, (E(S”(F))-E(S”-‘(F))) 
(i > 
and argue for m < n, 
n-1 
E(S”(F))- E(S”(F))= 1 (E(Sj+‘(F))- E(Sj(F))) 
j=m 
n-1 
= C c’(E(S(F)) -E(F)), 
,=m 
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with c := E(C, T(i). Therefore the Cauchy sequence E(S”(F)), n EN, converges to 
some value U. This convergence is exponentially fast 
lE(S”(F)) - 4 s I,:,, c’(E(S(F)) - E(F)) 1 
s/cl”(l-lcl))‘(E(S(F))-E(F)). 
The value u can be calculated by u = E(C, T,)u+E( C). 0 
Denote by Fh the translate F( . + a) for some a E R, of 
such that E(Fh) = b. 
Lemma 2. Assume C E L2, F, G E Mz. 
(1) If E(C, Tf)<m then S: My+ M2 is well dejined and 
d:((S(F’)), (S(G’)))c E C T; d:(F’, GO). 
f, > 
(2) If 1, T, E L2 then S : M2 + Mz is well defined and 
a distribution FE M, , 
d:(S(F), S(G))sE 
(3) In general 
d2(Fo, G’)<d,(F, G)sdz(Fo, G’)+IE(F)-E(G)\. 
Proof. We first have to show S : My+ M2 or S : M2 + M2 is well defined. This follows 
by C,“=, TX,, X, independent r.v. with distribution function FE M:, MS, is a Cauchy 
sequence in L,. 
Choose independent r.v. (C, T), (X,, y), i E N, with distribution function L(X,) = 
F, Lf K) = G, 11X; - yi/12 = d,(F, G). Then 
2 
d;(S(F), S(G)) s Tx,+c-x zy.-c 
I 2 
2 




d;(F’,G’)+E 1 T, [(. )I (E(F) - E(G))‘. 
In case E(F) = E(G) we obtain the first inequality. 
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The last statement is standard. 0 
Theorem 3. Assume 
E 17-f Cl, E(C)=O, \(Cl(,<oo. L > 
Then S : Mz + M: is well dejined and has a uniquefixed point. The sequence F, S(F), 
S2( F), . . converges for every FE Mz in d,-metric exponentially fast to thefixed point 
ofS:M;+M’:. 
Proof. The previous lemma states S is a contraction. For c:= (E(C, rf))“2 we 
obtain, m s n, 
n-1 
dJY’(F), S”(F))< 1 d,(S’(F), S’+‘(F)) 
,=m 
n-l 
s C cid2(F,S(F)) 
,=m 
$&dz(F, S(F)). 
Therefore S”(F), n E N, is a Cauchy sequence and converges exponentially fast to 
some limit in M:. This limit is a fixed point. The fixed point is unique for the 
contraction is strict. 0 
Theorem 4. Assume 
Then S : M2 + M2 is well dejned. For every F E M, the sequence S”( F), n E N, converges 
in d,-metric exponentially fast to the unique$xed point of S. 
Proof. The map S : M2 + M2 is well defined. Then for bz := d z[ (S”+‘( F))‘, (S”(F))‘] 
we obtain b’:, c cbE_, with c:= (E(C, T:))“’ by Lemma 2. Therefore bt converges 
exponentially fast to zero as n tends to infinity. By the second inequality in Lemma 
2 and the second statement of Lemma 1 we obtain also that d$ (S”+‘( F)), (S”(F))] 
converges exponentially fast to zero as n tends to infinity. 
The sequence F, S(F), S2(F), . . . is a Cauchy sequence in M2 and therefore 
convergent. The limit distribution G is in M2 and a fixed point of S. The convergence 
is exponentially fast. The fixed point is unique, because the contraction is strict. 0 
Remark. If we replace in Theorem 4 the assumption IE(C, T,)l < 1 by E(c, T) = 1 
and E(C) = 0, then we obtain exponentially fast convergence of F, S(F), S*(F), . . . 
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to a fixed point of S: M2+ M2 which has the same expectation as the starting 
distribution F. Especially for every b ER we have a unique fixed point Gh of S 
given the first moment b. If xi T, is identical one then these fixed points Gh are 
translates of each other. 
4. Representation of the fixed point 
In this section we shall represent the fixed point as an infinite sum in a.e. sense. 
Let I = li) u Us=, N”, N = { 1,2, . .}. We shall use the notation 
u)i=(a,,a, ,..., a,) for UE U N”, i=1,2 ,..., ulO=0, 
n :, 
(~(=n the length of u, u=(u ,,..., u,,), [@j=O. 
Let (C(u), T(u)), CTE Z, be i.i.d. r.v. Let X(u), UE I, be i.i.d. r.v. with distribution 
function F and independent of (C(V), T(u)), UE I. 
Define iterative Y,,, n E Nu {0}, by YO:= X(O), 
K := C(0) + ,,,I, T,,,(P))X(u), 
y2:= c(0)+,<,;, T ,cs)cc~,,+ c T,,(O)T,,(u[ 1)X(u), 
/4=2 
and so on. In general 
n-1 
yn := c(0)+ c c CCC+) ir T,JuO-1)) 
h=I wtl ,=I 
Irrl=k 
+ c X(u) ii T7,bl(j- 1)). 
UC, j=l 
(<rl=fl 
Rewriting Y, in the form 
K= ,f T,(0) m+Y c C(u) l? T&l(j-1)). 
i=l 1 L12 rrpi ,=2 
Jrrl=h 
+ c X(u) ii T,Jul(j-1)) +c(0), 
<,, =; jz2 1 
/<T/i ,I 
the recursive structure of the sequence of distributions L( Y,) and the relation 
L( Y,) = S”(F) is obvious. 
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Theorem 5. Assume 




The distribution of this r.v. is the unique jixed point of S : M2 -f M2, 
The process 
n EN, converges a.e. to 0. Zf F corresponds to the point distribution in b = 
E(C)(l - E(C, 7;))-’ then Y,, n EN, is a uniformly square integrable martingale with 
respect to the u-fields 9,, generated by all cv. C(cr), T(a), \uI< n and X((T), UE I, 
IvjSn. 
Proof. If F corresponds to the point distribution in b, then Y,, n EN, is a martingale. 
n--l 
E(Yn+,I~n)=C(B)-t c c C(u) ii 7;,Jd(i-l)) 
k-l <rt, ;=I 
Iv(=k 
n 
+ c E(C(c)) n T,,bI(j- 1)) 
<rc I j=l 
l,,l=t? 
+ C E(X(o))E(~,,~+,(uln)) ii L,(aI(j-1)) 
CTC I j=l 
Irl=n+l 
= Y,. 
This martingale is uniformly square integrable by L( Y,,) = S”(F) and 
lim,,, Var( Y,) = lim,,, Var( S” (F)) < co. By the martingale convergence theorem 
converges Y,, n EN, a.e. (and in L2) to some T.v., which is given in the statement 
of the theorem. 
Next we show 
Z:= C X(u) ii L,(uI(j-11)L 
US, ;=1 
lvl=n 
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n E N, converges a.e. to 0. The process L(Z,) has a recursive structure given by 
L(z,)=P(F), S:M~+M~, 
with S(F) = L(C, TiVi), L( V,) = F and (C, T), Vi, iE N, independent. Therefore 
E(S”(F))=+ 7.)F;(?1(F))=(E(T T))“E(F)+O 
and 
Var(S”(F))=E 1 T;? Var(S”-l(F))= E 1 T 
(i > 
( (, i))“var(F)_o 
converges exponentially fast to 0. Estimate for large n, 
P(lZ,l> l/n)< P(IZ,, - E(Z,)I 2 l/n -E(Z,,)) 
cVar(Z,,)(l/n-E(Z,,)))‘sl/n’. 
The lemma of Borel-Cantelli provides now Z,, converges a.e. to 0. 
The rest of the theorem is easy to show. q 
5. Exponential moments 
In this section we consider exponential moments of F, S(F), S’(F), . . and also 
of the limit distribution, which is the fixed point. The assumption 111, T,)j, < 00 
ensures the existence of S and could be weakened. The main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 6. Assume 
i E N, and .for h E R in some open neighborhood of 0, 
E(e *z “) <a, lim E(eAZ::l T)< 1, E(e”c)<co, 
N-in 
andeitherE(C, T)#l orE(C)=O.DefinebbyE(C)=b(l-E(Ci T,))tfE(xi 7;)f 
1 and b arbitrary otherwise. Let F be a distribution function with 
E(eAX) s ebA+KnZ. 
L(X) = F, for some positive K in an open neighborhood o-f A = 0. Then there exists an 
open neighborhood of 0 and a Kc, E R, such that for all A in this neighborhood and all 
r.v. Z with a distribution S’(F) f or some n E N or the fixed point distribution 
E(e”Z) < e”A+W2. 
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Proof. The proof runs by induction on n. Let X be as above. Then for Y = C i TiX, + C 
with (C, T), Xi, i E N, independent, L(Xi) = F, 
E(e”‘)Sl$E eAc fj E(eATx,) 7)) sebh+KA’fK(h), 
( izl 
&(A) := lim E(e hC‘+hh(y, T,-I)+KAQ\, rf-I, 1. 
N 
We will show there exists a KU, L,, > 0, such that j&,( A ) s 1 for ]A) c I+,,. 
Calculate for small \Aj, taking d/dA inside the expectation, suppress the IV, 
fK(o)=l, 
&fK!o)=o, 
$fK(A)=E(e hC+bh(7_, T,-l)+Kh’(\_, T;-I, 
x((C+b(S T,-l)+2AK(F Tf-I))’ 
++ Ti-I))), 
Choose &,a K large enough to ensure (d’/dA’)(f,(O)) CO. Then &,(A) G 1 holds 
in an open neighborhood of A = 0. Notice 
E(e”X)~eb”+K”‘~eb”+K,~~z. 
We also have to ensure that all the derivatives exist and are as given above. This is 
standard. 
The proof runs now by induction. Notice that the choice of the neighborhood is 
independent of the induction step. We skip the details. 
We may pass to the limit, because all s-exponential moments, s <(A\, for any 
weakly convergent sequence F,,, n EN, of distribution functions with bounded 
(A(-exponential moments converge to the s-exponential moment of the limit 
distribution. q 
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We state for further use an extension of the above. 
Theorem 7. Assume additionally for some L > 0, 
1 TfG 1, C Tf# 1, E(e3L’C’)ta3 
, 
and also E ( e3’hLxl T’) < CO if E (1; T;) # 1. Then the conclusion of Theorem 6 is true 
for all A E (-L, +L). 
Proof. The problem reduces to show _&(A) < 1 for all ]A/ G L and K sufficiently 
large. We know this for /A) smaller than or equal to some L,, by Theorem 6. Estimate 
for IA I E [Lo, Ll, 
&(A) < [le”“(I,lj&K’~, T:-*)(j3((eh”(~s <p’)((j 
< ((e~lq3((eG~‘L ~i-q3(lewL T~q3, 
Then &(A) converges to 0 uniformly for IAl E [L,, L] as K converges to ~0. This 
proves the theorem. 0 
Two applications are the examples on Quicksort and on random Cantor sets. 
Remark. In Theorem 6 we assumed for a r.v. X the condition E(eAX)sehAtKAz. 
This implies especially all moments exist, b = E(X) = E(C)(l - E(C, Ti))-’ and 
also Var(X)G2b2+2K. In fact 
113 A” 1 -_E(X”) = E(e”X) c ebA+K*2 zz 
Hz0 n! 
For A = 0 we obtain equality, for the A-term we compare the coefficients on both 
sides, i.e., E(X) = b, for the A2-term we obtain E(X2)c b2+2K. 
6. Higher moments 
In this section we show d,,-convergence, 1 s p, of a sequence F, S(F), S’(F), . . . . 
The map S is no longer a contraction in d,,, p > 2. But a similar contractive behavior 
of S results from a moment condition E(C, ITi]“) < 1. As a warm up we state a 
weaker but more elegant result. An application is the algorithm 65 ‘Find’ in 
Devroye [ 41. 
Theorem 8. Assume for some 1 G p, 
Then S: M,, + M, has a uniquejixed point, which L,,-norm is bounded by ]]C]l,,(l - 
IIC, I Tl II,)-‘. 7-h e sequence FE M,,, S(F), S’(F), . . . converges in d,,-metric exponen- 
tially fast to the unique fixed point. 
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Proof. Argue by Jensen’s inequality for t := C i ( ?; ( , c := IIC i ( ?;I 1) p with an obvious 
notation 
“(f 17;XI)p=E( E( (T ~flxil)p / T)) 




This provides, using b: := d,,( (S” (F))‘, 
bO, < cbO,_, 
I 
IX-’ Itp T 
P 
ITI) = cPE(IX,IP). 
(Sm-‘(F))o), 1 G m, 
and an exponential convergence of bt to zero. Consequently S: Mi+ Mph, b := 
E(C)(l-E(C, Ti))-’ (recall ME={FEM,,jjxdF(x)=b}) is a contraction in d,,- 
metric. 
Next show 
d,(S(F), S(G)) s d,((S(F))‘, (S(G))‘) + C T, 
IL /I 
IE(F) - E(G)l. 
P 
Therefore 6, converges exponentially fast to zero. The results are now standard 
and we skip the details. 0 
We present now the main result, stronger than the above for 26~. In order to 
show the basic structure we assume first E(C) = 0 and work in MF. 
Theorem 9. Assume for some 2 5 p E N, 
E(C)=O, llCII,-. 
Then for every F E M”, the sequences S”‘(F), m E N, converges exponentially fast to 
the unique fixed point of S: Mz + Mf, in every d,-metric, 1 s q G p. 
Proof. The assumptions imply for q E [2, p], 
This follows, e.g., by the inequality 
valid for every a 2 0. (Or use Holder inequalities.) 
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We show the theorem plus the condition 
dz(S”(F), SmP’(F))~const. emAm 
for some A > 0 and some constant const independent of m for all CY = 2,3,. _ . , n, 
by induction on n. 
For n = 2 the theorem is true. Now assume the theorem and the additional 
condition for n <p and we will show the validity for n + 1. 
Let FE MO,+, be fixed and U,, iE N, be independent uniformly distributed r.v. 
Notice that FP’( Ui), F-’ the (left-continuous inverse of F) has distribution function 
F. Define 
Y& = (S”(F))-‘(Q) - (S”-l(F))-‘( U;), m = 1,2,. . . . 






=E d:::(P(F), S”-‘(F)) 
+Ii c c (n-t l)! E 1 . I=2 i,c...<i,tlhl 2Gm,,...,u,Sn aI. . . a,! 
~;=,a,=n+l 
x h Q(S”(F), S”-‘(F)). 
k=l 
Further estimate for given a as above using HGlder’s inequality 
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We obtain the recursive formula m 3 1, 
d~~:(S”+‘(F), S”(F))< cdZZf(Sm(F), S”-‘(F))+const . eeAm, 
with c:= E(C, ) 7;)“+‘) < 1 and h, const independent of m and F. Further notice 
4+,(S(F), F)s IIS(F)II.+r+ llFll.+l<~. 
Therefore the sequence F, S(F), S2(F), . . . converges exponentially fast to the fixed 
point of S: Mi+, + MO,+, and also the induction hypothesis is satisfied for n + 1. 
Finally notice d, 6 d, for 1 c q c r. Cl 
We remove now the condition E(C) = 0. 
Theorem 10. Assume for some 2 G p E N, 
Then for every FE MP the sequence S”(F), m E N, converges exponentially fast to the 
unique fixed point of S : M,, -$ M,, in d,-metric. 
Proof. Again we use an induction similar as above. For FE M,,,, define 
bO,:= d,,+,((S”(F))“, (S”-‘(F))‘). 
As in the previous theorem establish 
bt < cbL_, +const . e-““, 
for some A > 0 and a constant independent of m. Therefore b:converges exponen- 
tially fast to zero. Then use for distribution functions F, G and q = n + 1, 
d,(S(F), S(G))< d,((W))“, (S(G))“)+ C T, 
Ill II 
(E(F) - E(G)I. 
Y 
Therefore the sequence F, S(F), S’(F), . . . converges exponentially fast in d,+,- 
metric to the fixed point of S : Mz + MZ. Cl 
Remark. If we replace IE(C, T)j<l by E(C, T,)=l and E(C)=0 in the above 
theorem then the conclusion of the theorem still holds. See also the remark in 
Section 3 for the uniqueness of the fixed point. 
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The last theorem is stronger than the previous two. In fact notice, using the 
l,-norm for a sequence l,(T) = (xi 1 zip)"', 
E C Tf = llW)lI:~ IIW-)I/:< IlW)lI;<L 
(i > 
= Illp(T)II::~ II4(T)ll;< 1, 
IL II C Tf = llW)ll;~ IIW-)II;<l> Pi2 
IL II CT 4 Itb(T)11,<1. P 
7. Quicksort, branching processes and random Cantor sets 
In this section we provide three examples. 
Example 11. Quicksort. The algorithm Quicksort (Hoare [ 51) is probably the most 
used sorting algorithm. Given a list of n (different) numbers, select by random a 
number (every number has the same probability), and make a list L, of numbers 
smaller and L, of numbers larger than the chosen one. For this we need n - 1 
comparisons of real numbers. Then proceed with the lists L, and L, in the same 
way, if they have more than one element. Otherwise quit. Finally we end up with 
an ordered list of the given numbers. This procedure is called Quicksort. (This 
algorithm 64 is a random algorithm. There are also deterministic versions around, 
e.g., algorithm 271 ‘Quickersort’ or algorithm 301 ‘Qsort’.) 
Primarily we are interested in the time to run this procedure. Notice that the time 
is a r.v. Mainly the time is used for comparisons, or at least proportional to the 
number of comparisons. Let U,, be the total number of comparisons to sort the n 
numbers into their natural order. The r.v. U,,, n EN, satisfy the recursive structure 
L( U,,) = L( U,,>_., + u,_,,, + n - 1). 
U,,-0, u,, cr,:n+hJ, Z,*:R+{1,2 )..., n}, 0 s i G n, are independent r.v. for any 
fixed n. Further L( U,) = L( 0,) and 2, has a uniform distribution. 
From this relation it is possible (e.g., Hoare [S]) to derive the expected number 
of comparisons, E( U,,) is of the order 2n In n (see also Knuth [6] and Sedgewick 
[9] for more details). In fact for any sorting algorithm the expected number of 
comparisons is at least n log, n by the information theoretic lower bound. Therefore 
Quicksort seems to be reasonably good. 
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In the worst case however U,, can be as large as in’ and in the best case as good 
as n log, n asymptotically. Therefore we are interested in estimates that the number 
of comparisons is close to the expected number. 
The main competitor for Quicksort is Heapsort. Heapsort has a nice upper bound 
of the worst case of the order 4n In n. The disadvantage is as simulations show that 
Heapsort is in average slower than Quicksort. 
From the probabilistic point of view the best we can ask for are probability 
estimates for a poor performance of Quicksort (in the sense that U,, is worse than 
the upper bound for comparisons for Heapsort). For these we like to calculate 
moments or even exponential moments of U,, for large n. Here is a way to do that. 
Define Y, := ( U,, - E( U,))/ n. Then we obtain the recursive formula 
L(Y,)=L Y,,,_,“-+Y_ ( z-1 - n-Z L+C,(Z,) , n n G n > 
C,(i) := n-’ (n-l+E(~,-l)+E(~,-i)-Eo), 
nEN, i=l,..., n. Define C:[O, l]+Iw by 
C(x):=2xlnx+2(1-x)ln(l-x)+1, 
with the continuous extension. 
For large n the r.v. Z,,/n can be approximated by a uniformly distributed r.v. r 
on [0, 11. Some calculation shows C,,( n. ) = C( . ). If we now assume that Y, conver- 
ges in distribution to some r.v. Y as n tends to infinity then we expect the relation 
L(Y)=L(Yr-tY(l-r)+c(T)), 
L(Y)=L(Y), Y, Y,r:fl+lw i n d ependent, r uniformly distributed on [0, 11. The 
distribution of Y is a fixed point of a map S as used in the paper. Take 
T, = 7, T*=l-7, O=T,=T,=..+, C=C(7). 
Obviously 
<I, E(C(r))=O, IIC(r)\jp<a, 
1 <p < 00. Therefore we may apply our results including the remarks. The map S 
has a (unique up to translation) fixed point in &-metric, p any value in (1,oo). This 
fixed point has also exponential moments of every order by Section 5. 
In a last step we have to show d,-convergence of Y,, to Y and the convergence 
of the exponential moments. This can be done. Details are in Rosier [8]. 
A consequence are probability estimates for poor performance of Quicksort by 
Chebychev’s inequality using exponential moments 
P(U,34nInn)sconst(A)n-” 
for any A E [w. This shows that the exceptional set is rather small and Quicksort is 
a reliable algorithm (as the computer scientists believed all the time). 
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The next two examples have a lot in common, although they look quite different. 
Let Z =e)~lJ,,~ N” be the index set. Let (C(a), T(a)), T(U) : fi + Iwm’, C(a) : fl+ Iw, 
(T E Z, be independent identically distributed random variables. Define 2 : fI x Z + [w, 
S:fixN+IW by l,:=l=:S,, 
The notation ui and iu, i E N, u E Z, has the obvious meaning. If S,, is well defined 
(in both examples all r.v. are positive) then S,, satisfies the recursive relation 
with X,, i E N, T.V. independent of everything before and distributed as S,?. Notice 
L(Z,,) = UZ,,) = L(T,(0)L). 
In both examples we will take C = 0 and T. 2 0. 
Example 12. Weighted branching processes. Let us recall some facts from branching 
processes. Start a branching process with one individuum. This individuum has a 
random number of children, the offspring. Each child, member of this first generation, 
has independent of the others again a random number of children. The distribution 
of the offspring is the same for all individuals. In general each member of the nth 
generation has an offspring independent of the others and with the same distribution. 
In branching processes we are interested in the number of individuals in the nth 
generation. 
We generalize this concept. Think of dividing a mother plant into some smaller 
pieces. Then let these pieces grow for some time. Divide each of these descendants 
again and let the pieces grow. We keep track of the sum of all sizes of the individuals 
in the nth generation. 
In our set-up each member of the nth generation has again a number of children 
of a certain size depending on the size of the parent. The partitioning and the 
growing procedure are random and indendent for each individual. The partitioning 
procedure is identical, but on a different scale (selfsimilar). The growing consists 
of a multiplication of the size with a random factor. 
A special case of this set-up are branching processes. Assume here additionally 
T(u) : fi + {0, l}“, P(C, T, <cc) = 1. All individuals have the size 1 or 0. The process 
S, counts the number of individuals of the size 1 at generation n. This is a branching 
process with offspring distribution ph := P(C; T,(0) = k), k = 0, 1,. . . . The value pk 
is the probability of k descendants of one individual. 
Recall a few elementary results in branching processes. For simplicity we exclude 
the trivial case of exactly one offspring (p, # 1). Branching processes with an 
expected number m (m := 1, kp,) of offspring of one individual less than or equal 
to 1 will die out almost everywhere, i.e., lim,,, S,, = 0 a.e. In case of 1 < m < 00 the 
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extinction probability q = P(lim, S, = 0) is the largest fixed point in [0, 1) of the 
generating function f(s) := C, .skpk. Further S,,/m” is a martingale converging a.e. 
(and in L2 if 1, k*p, < ~0) to some non-degenerate random variable W, 
Using 
formula 
generating functions g(s) := E(s w), s E [0, 11, we obtain the well known 
g(s) = E(E(s”~TW~‘mJ T)) = E(gZsT(s”“)) =f(g(s”“)). 
For our more general set-up assume additionally T. 2 0 and C = 0 for we have 
no immigration. Notice that S is always well defined in a.e. sense. Define m := xi 7;, 
Pk” ‘(Ci ~T,>o= k), k = 0, 1, . . . , CO. Exclude the trivial case of always one offspring, 
i.e., p, = 1. Then the crucial assumptions for our theorems are 
The first one is an existence assumption (and could be weakened). The second 
serves as a definition of m. The third is the main assumption. Notice this is satisfied 
for, e.g., if Ti s 1 or for ordinary branching processes T, E (0, 1). Notice for branching 
processes E (C i Tf/ m’) = l/ m. 
5$/m” is a nonnegative square integrable martingale. This converges a.e. and in 
&-metric (Theorem 10 offers a d,, version) to some non-degenerate limit r.v. W. The 
distribution function of W is the (unique by given first moment 1 and finite variance) 
fixed point of S: MZ+ MZ. This fixed point L( W) satisfies the well known relation 
L(W)=L ;$w, , 
( > 
L( Wi) = L(W), i E N. From this equation one can calculate the second (or higher) 
moments. 
The corresponding formula for the generating function g is 
The structure is not as easy as before. From this we obtain, e.g., the extinction 
probability 
P(W=O)= 1 p#(W=O). 
k=O,l,...,n 
Like for ordinary branching processes P( W = 0) = q appears as a fixed point of 
some generating functionf(s) := C,_, ,,,,.., J; s”p,. This equation has the solution q = 1 
and at most one more in [0, 1). If p. = 0 then q = 0 is the other. If po> 0 and px = 0, 
CMJ,,,.. kpk 2 1 then there is no other solution q. Otherwise there is exactly one 
solution q E [0, 1). Finally argue P( W = 0) is the smallest solution of f(q) = q in 
[O,l] by E(W)=l. 
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Example 13. Hausdor-dimension of random Cantor sets. Recall the construction of 
a Cantor set. Let 0 < a < b < 1 be fixed constants. Divide J = [0, 11 into J, = [0, a], 
J, = [b, l] and J_, = (a, b). Discard J-, . Repeat this procedure. In a next step divide 
J, and J2 again with the same proportions into J, c Ji, ie {1,2}, Jo (-1, 1,2}. Ji,-, 
is discarded. 
Continuing this procedure we obtain a family .Ifl, (T E { 1,2}“, n E N, of sets. The 
Cantor set is defined by 
B:=(-l l.J J, 
n UE(l.2)” 
Recall the Hausdorff dimension X(B) of a set B in a metric space is 
X(B) := lim inf p 
i I 
1 (diam U,)O <a, B c IJ U,, diam U, s e, i E N . 
F-0 lirm icN 
Here diam denotes the diameter of the balls U,. The Hausdorff dimension of the 
standard Cantor set is known to be the 0 E (0,l) with as + bp = 1, (p = In 2/ln 3). 
Suppose a and b are randomly chosen or the partition is random in some sense. 
What is the Hausdorff dimension of the now random Cantor set? This is the general 
setting of Mauldin and Williams [7]. 
By some random construction we divide a compact perfect set Jc [0, 11” into a 
countable number of disjoint sets Jj, i = -1, 1,2, . . . . The Ji, i = 1,2, . . . , are assumed 
to be compact and perfect. J-, will always be discarded. Starting with [0, lld and 
repeating this procedure, we obtain a family J,,, g E N”, n E N, of compact perfect 
sets. Then 
is a random Cantor set. 
Define the r.v. T(u) : 0 -+ R”, (T E U, N”, by 
Ua)=(T(fl))i=*,Z ,... = 
Here m is some measure on [0, lid, or, as in this set-up, the diameter. 
The only assumption on the random construction we shall make is all T(o) are 
independent identically distributed r.v. We exclude trivial cases of one or less 
successors P(Ci 1 r,,O> 1) > 0. 
Then the function y+ 4(y) := E(C, TY) IS nonincreasing and right-continuous in 
y, strictly decreasing and continuous on { y ) 4(y) < a}. Define /3 := inf{ y ) c$( y) G 1). 
Then 0</3 G 1 and 4(p) G 1. Mauldin and Williams showed that this p is a.e. the 
Hausdorff dimension of the (non-empty) random Cantor set. This result includes 
the standard Cantor set as a special case. That the Hausdorff dimension is smaller 
than or equal to p follows in their proof by a moment estimate on 
S,:= c mY(J,,)= C (Z,T,2(i,)... T,,,(i,iZ...i,,~,))Y. 
rriw ( I 1. , l , , 
We shall show that this is a consequence of our theorems. 
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Rewriting S, it is easy to see the relation 
W.)=L( ifN TX), 
where the X,, i EN, are independent r.v. with distribution L(S,_,). This is the 
recursive structure for our set-up. The TY plays the role of the T, the r.v. C is 
identical 0. We may apply our results. Notice L(S,) = S” (point mass at 1) and also 
0~ T.( .)s 1. 
If $J ( y) > 1 then there is no fixed point and no limit distribution of S, with finite 
first moment. Therefore assume 4(y) s 1 and show the sufficient conditions of 
Theorem 4 including the remark. In fact 
4(2y)=E 1 T;Y <+(r)<l. 
(i > 
Therefore the distribution of S, converges in &metric to some fixed point G. In 
Section 5 we showed even the convergence of higher or exponential moments of 
every order under suitable conditions. 
If I$( y) < 1 then G is the point distribution in 0. The process S, is a nonnegative 
supermartingale and converges a.e. to 0. 
If 4 ( y) = 1 then E (S,,) is constant 1 = E(G) = E (S,). The process S, is a nonnega- 
tive martingale and converges a.e. to some r.v. W. The distribution function is 
specified by 
L(W)=L CT:W; , 
ci > 
Wj, i E N, independent identical L( W) distributed r.v. P( W = 0) can be calculated 
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